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1. Introduction
The
research
of
the
Networked
Virtual
Environment(NVE) is to study how to fuse the virtual
reality technique with the networking environment to
support real-time interaction among spatially
distributed users in a computer generated synthetic
environment. A networked virtual environment that
supports hundreds of simultaneous participants can
offer wider application domains and become more
attractive to the users. However, as the number of the
users inside the networked virtual environment
increases, the amount of the message flow among
these users can overwhelm the network bandwidth as
well as the computational power on the client site.
That is, as the number of participants increases, a host
has to spend extra CPU time to filter out the messages
that are irrelevant to him. To solve this problem, the
message flow inside the network must be carefully
controlled so that dispensable messages can be filtered
out before it is sent out onto the network. Singhal and
Zyda[1] described this problem as the issue of the
resource management for scalability and performance.
They further divided the resource management issue
into four areas, which are optimizing the
communication protocol, controlling the visibility of
data, exploiting human perceptual limitations, and
changing the net-VE network software architecture.

本計畫的研究目的是要設法改善多人互動上
限的瓶頸。多人互動最主要的溝通方式是由客戶端
與伺服器端連線上之後，客戶端利用伺服器所給予
的 資 料 可 以 讓 客 戶 端 獲 得 其 他 相 關 客 戶 端的資
料，藉此達到客戶端與客戶端彼此之間的互動方
式，但以目前的一個主要瓶頸為伺服器端效能的問
題；無論伺服器的硬體設施選擇多好的配備，伺服
器將會被廣大的客戶端共同連線時而造成使用資
源的分配不均，或是同時連線所造成網路塞車的重
大問題，而讓客戶端使用畫面產生不流暢的主要因
素，因此如何將使用者在伺服器端負載過大之前能
夠移植到另一個伺服器來作有效的管理，將是本計
畫研究的主要方向。
關鍵詞：網路虛擬實境，區域分割，資料傳輸範
圍，多伺服器。

Abstract
This paper presents an architecture to design a server
cluster for the scalable networked virtual environment.
One of the key techniques to design such a scalable
networked virtual environment is to partition the
virtual world across multiple servers. However, the
problem of the avatar migration from one server into
another is the key issue of this approach. This paper
proposes a mechanism to solve this problem.
Furthermore, the mathematical model of data
distribution management to control the message flow
between the server and clients is also presented. With
this mathematical model, the efficiency of the message
flow control mechanism can be easily verified.
Significantly, this model can also be used to estimate
the performance of the designed server cluster. Finally,
the message flow control algorithm for the proposed
mechanism is presented at the end.

The goal of this paper is to study the scalability issue
of the networked virtual environment. Based upon the
message communication mechanism, the networked
virtual environment can be classified into three basic
architectures, which are client/server, peer-to-peer
unicast, and peer-to-peer multicast.[2] For the
client/server architecture, the client sends his own
status information to the server and receives the status
information of other users from the server. However,
the legacy client/server architecture uses a single
server as a communication hub[3] that does not scale
up for the number of the simultaneous participants.
Different server cluster techniques are then actively
explored to resolve the scalability problem. These
techniques include partitioning clients across multiple
servers, partitioning the net-VE across multiple serves,
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and server hierarchy.[1] This paper proposes a
client/server architecture that combines the second and
third techniques. Furthermore, the proposed system
follows the specification and infrastructure of High
Level Architecture(HLA),[4] which is the IEEE
standard of the network virtual environment.

provides services to its application.
Compliance rules - delineates the set of rules that
are applied to HLA federations and federates.
These rules describe the principles of constructing
an HLA environment.
The Interface Specification defines the programming
interfaces of six types of services, which are
Federation Management, Declaration Management,
Object Management, Ownership Management, Time
Management, and Data Distribution Management as
the interoperation interface among simulations. The
software that realizes these six service groups is called
Run Time Infrastructure(RTI). Since the original
design goal of HLA is to interoperates more than
100,000 simultaneous players, the Data Distribution
Management is the essential service that aims to
achieve this scalability.[13]

2. Previous Works
Various networked virtual environments were built in
the past to explore the essential techniques of
scalability. For example, RING[5] proposed a
client-server architecture to support real-time visual
interaction among distributed users in a shared 3D
virtual environment. DIVE[6] system has fully
duplicated homogeneous and distributed databases to
increase the number of participants. Both the
BRICKNET[7] and MASSIVE[8] systems employ
shared, distributed and client-server databases to
achieve the same goal. In addition, BRICKNET took
one step further to allow objects' dynamic behaviors to
be shared among distributed players, and MASSIVE
uses a spatial model for database partition among
clients. NPSNET[9] uses the DIS(Distributive
Interactive Simulation) standard[10] along with the
proposed Area-of-Interest technique to communicate
the entity status information among distributed players.
Significantly, the MASSIVE and the Virtual
Society(VS) by Sony Computer Science Laboratory
Inc.[11] are two known networked virtual reality
systems to be designed on the Web architecture.
SharedWeb[3] is another type of web-based
networked virtual reality system that is tightly
integrated with the existent web server.

3. Data Distribution Management
One of the essential concepts to achieve the scalability
of the NVE is to partition clients among multiple
servers and each server manages moderate number of
participants only. As specified by Singhal and Zyda[1],
this partition can be based upon the geographical
location of the participants, or the coordination of the
avatars within the virtual world. Furthermore, users
within a server can be further classified so that the
messages flow among them are filtered based upon
their respective interests. Moreover, the deployment of
multiple servers will also significantly affect the
scalability of the simultaneous participants. Hence, the
goal of this project is to study the multiple server
hierarchy that partitions the clients into distinct groups
according to their respective avatars’ coordinates.
Each server is only responsible for managing the data
flow of a single region.

With the maturity of the Internet technology, US
military are extensively using the network to
interconnect existing simulators to perform the
military drill in the recent years. In 1995, Department
of Defense(DoD),US, proposed a new standard called
High Level Architecture(HLA) to further promote the
interoperability and reusability of different types of
simulators.[12] HLA has become the international
standard, IEEE 1516, in the year of 2000. According
to the HLA terminology, the simulating system is
called the federate and the simulation environment that
is composed of multiple federates is called a
federation. The HLA is defined by three concepts: [4]

The method of filtering the messages among users can
be performed on either logically separation or
physically division their corresponded avatars’
coordinates. The logically separation is to compute the
message interest scope of every avatar on-the-fly and
exchange the messages among users only when whose
interest scopes are intersected. For example,
MASSIVE used the Aura[8] to compute the awareness
of an avatar. Different quantity of messages will be
transmitted among clients depending upon the
awareness of each avatar. The physical division is to
partition a virtual world into cells beforehand.
Area-Of-Interest(AOI)[14] of an avatar is then
dynamically computed based upon the cell that it
resides in. AOI represents the scope in space that a
client is interesting to receive messages. Therefore,
how to determine the Area-Of-Interest of a client to
filter the messages and, hence, reduce the network
bandwidth and computational load is the key to build a
scalable networked virtual environment.

Object Model Templates(OMT) - provides a
template
for
documenting
HLA-relevant
information about classes of simulation or
federation objects and their attributes and
interactions.
Interface Specification - provides a specification
for the DoD HLA functional interfaces between
federates and the underline distributed operating
system. The Interface Specification defines all of
the necessary services to federate in a way that is
analogous to how a distributed operating system
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Locale[15] by the Spline system proposed a different
approach to filter the messages and, hence, control the
data flow. Each locale has its own coordinate system
and the entire virtual world is constituted by numbers
of Locales. Only the clients within the same Locale
will then receive each other’s messages.
PARADISE[16] proposed a “projection aggregation”
approach that consists of organization aggregation and
grid aggregation. This approach provides a high-level
method to establish AOI based on the general spatial
area and entity class.
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Master

Master
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Interleaved Squaring method[17] is another approach
of the spatial culling method for the data flow
management. The Interleave squaring method
partitions the virtual world into interleaved squares.
This approach aims to adopt the advantage of
uniformly updating in AOI change provided by the
hexagonal approach[14], while without its complexity
in computing the resident cell. Hence, in this project,
the Interleaved Squaring method is adopted to
compute the Area-Of-Interest of an avatar.
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Figure 1. The hierarchy of multiple server architecture

4. The Scalable Server Cluster

Master

4.1 The Scalable Architecture
In order to support multiple distinct scenes and
multiple simultaneous participants at the same time, a
hierarchy of server cluster is designed as shown in
Figure 1. The proposed server cluster contains tree
types of servers, which are the gateway server, the
master server and the client server. The gateway server
is responsible for authorizing the user who wants to
enter a virtual world. Furthermore, the gateway server
also contains the information of the master server
which manages that specific virtual world. The master
server is the main server that manages a virtual world.
It will record all the information of the virtual world,
including the size of the virtual world, the number of
the regions that were partitioned and the information
of the slave server that manages a region. The major
function of the master server is to coordinate the
process of transferring an avatar from one slave server
into another. Finally, the slave server is the one that
actually controls the data distribution among the
clients that are resides in the region that it manages.
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Slave

Slave

Slave
Client

Client

Client

Client
Client

Client
Client

Figure 2. Partitioning a virtual world across multiple
slave servers
In this paper, the character, or avatar, manipulated by
each client site is modeled as the Local Object as
illustrated in Figure 3. The status information of this
avatar will then be duplicated in the server site. We
model this image on the server site as the Object Proxy
of the Local Object on the client site. The contents of
the Object Proxy will be further forwarded to other
clients so that other clients can embody its image. We
call this embodiment as the Clone Object of a Local
Object on a separate site. That is, each client site
contains a Local Object that is controlled by the user
and Clone Objects of other remote users. On the other
hand, the slave server will create an Object Proxy for
each client within its district. The Object Proxy is
updated by the information sent by the Local Object
on the client site. It will then in turn forward the
update data to all Clone objects that are located within
its AOI.

The relationship between the master server and slave
server can be illustrated by Figure 2. As shown in
Figure 2, each slave server is responsible for the
clients with their corresponding avatars located within
a particular region of the virtual world. The data
exchange among the slave servers can be performed
with the peer-to-peer method, while the master server
is responsible for coordinating the establishment of the
communication channel among the slave servers.
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With this definition, we can formalize the AOI
technique as follows. When the Slave server receives
the status update from client a, it will forward this
message to all clients whose Object Proxies are within
the AOI for client a. When the avatar of client a
moves from a cell, says i, into another, says j, its AOI
is then changed from AOIi to AOIj. The Slave server
must inform clients whose object proxies are within
cells of (AOIi∪AOIj) – AOIj for the event of client a’s
departure. The Slave server also needs to inform
clients whose object proxies are within cells of (AOIi
∪AOIj) – AOIi for the event of client a’s arrival.

Slave server
Object
proxy
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Object
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...

Object
proxy
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Object
proxy
m

Internet

Client j
Clone
Object
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Local
Object
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Figure 3. The Local Object, Object Proxy, and Clone
Object

Significantly, we can use this model to estimate the
efficiency of the AOI technique. Assume that there are
totally m avatars within a virtual world and they are
evenly distributed. Without the AOI technique, each
status update from a client will cause the Slave server
to send out m-1 message to all of the other clients. Let
|AOIi| denotes the number of cells contained in the
AOIi. Hence, for the AOI technique, each status
update from the Local Object to the Object Proxy will
cause the Slave server, on the average, to send out

4.2 The Mathematical Model
As indicated by Singhal and Zyda[1], there are four
issues that will affect the scalability and performance
of the network virtual environment. Among them,
controlling visibility of data and changing the net-VE
network software architecture are two issues related to
the server site. In addition, the Area-of-Interest is the
technique that is often used to solve the issue of
“controlling visibility of data”. We can model the
Area-Of-Interest technique as follows.

(m  1) * (

AOIi
n

) messages to other clients that are

within its AOIi. Hence, on the average, compared to
the conventional broadcasting method that requires the
Slave server to send out m-1 messages for every status
update, the AOI approach can reduce approximately
(1- AOIi ) percentage of the message flow inside the
n
network.

Let U be the virtual world that is managed by a server
and U is partitioned into n cells. Let Si represents a
fixed-sized cell of U with index i and Si  S j   , i,j.
That is, all of the cells that comprise the virtual world
are mutually disjointed. The virtual world U then can
be expressed as the union of all these cells, i.e.
U   S i . Hence, We can model the AOI by the

4.3 The Shadow Object
Even though the above approach can significantly
reduce the number of the messages flows, however,
care must be taken when this technique is applied.
Since the entire virtual world is partitioned into
different regions and managed by respective Slave
servers, the migration of an avatar from one server into
another is an important issue for the multiple server
approach of the networked virtual environment. The
simplest solution is to discharge the avatar from the
original slave server first and then login to another
slave server. However, this approach has a serious
problem of abrupting visual effect on the client site.
That is, the user will suddenly perceive an empty
virtual world followed by a gradually emersion of
other avatars.

n

following definition.
[Definition]
Let the operator  define the operation to compute the
adjacency relationship among these cells, Si, i. That
is, Let S i  S j  1 if cell Sj is adjacent to cell Si,
otherwise Si  S j  0 . The operator  has the
following properties:
1. S i  Si  1 i (Reflective)
2. If S i  S j  1 , then S j  S i  1 (Symmetric)
3. If S i  S j  1 and S j  S k  1 , it does not imply
S i  S k  1 (Non-Transitive)

In order to smoothly transfer an avatar from one server
into another, we must overlap the border of two
adjacent regions that are managed by two different
Slave servers. We call these two servers as the
logically chained servers, or chained servers for short.
When an avatar is in a border district of a server, a
copy of its information must also be forwarded to its
chained server so that the chained server can be aware

Let AOIi be the set of cells that constitute the AOI
centered on cell Si. Then, we can express as AOIi =
{ Sj | Sj such that S i  S j  1 }.
That is, AOIi is the union of Si and all the cells that are
adjacent to cell Si.
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Procedure Status_Update
BEGIN
IF client a is moved from cell, says i, to
another cell, says j,
THEN (AOIi is changed to AOIj)
BEGIN
Notify the clients whose Object
Proxies or Shadow Objects are
within cells of (AOIi∪AOIj ) -AOIj for
the departure of client a;
Notify the clients whose Object
Proxies or Shadow Objects are
within cells of (AOIi∪AOIj ) -AOIi
for the arrival of client a;
END
// Check if client a is in the border. If it does,
// then perform server to server data channel
// connection channel for client a.
IF client a is an Object Proxy in Slave server
THEN
BEGIN
Update Object Proxy of client a ;
Forward this status change message
to all clients whose Object
Proxies or Shadow Objects are
within cells of client a’s AOI;
END
ELSE
// client a is a Shadow Object in Slave server
Forward this status change message
to all clients whose Object
Proxies are within cells of client
a’s AOI exclude border cells;
END

of the existence of that avatar and forward other
clients information to it. We model this copy of avatar
information as the Shadow Object of the original
avatar. That is, when an avatar arrives the border
district of a server, its Shadow Object will be created
on its chained server. For example, Figure 4 illustrates
two partial regions that are managed by two chained
servers. The dark shaded cells, i.e. cells k+3, j+3, and
i+3, represent the border districts between two chained
servers. The white man in Figure 4 represents the
Shadow Object of the black man in the chained server.
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5. Conclusion and Future Work
(b)

This paper presents a method to construct a scalable
networked virtual environment. In addition, the issue
of partitioning a virtual environment across multiple
servers is also studied. As indicated by Singhal and
Zyda[1], four essential issues to build a scalable
networked virtual environment are optimizing the
communication protocol, controlling the visibility of
data, taking advantage of perceptual limitations, and
enhancing the system architecture. This paper
proposes a hierarchical server structure to manage a
large-scale virtual environment by multiple servers.
However, when we manage a large-scale virtual
environment, care must be taken when we transfer an
avatar from one server to another. In order to prevent
the abrupt visual effect, a region managed by a server
must be overlapped on the borderland with its
adjacency region managed by different servers. With
this approach, when an avatar is within the borderland,
its Shadow object can ensure that other clients on the
contiguous server will receive its status update
messages. In this way, a smooth status transfer is

Figure 4. The Shadow Object for the avatar migration
Similar to the Object Proxy, the chained server will
also calculate the AOI of the Shadow Object and
forward the information of the Shadow Object to all of
the clients within its AOI. However, in order to
prevent a client from receiving message from both
Object Proxy and Shadow Object at the same time, the
information of the Shadow Object will only forward to
clients who are not in the border district. When an
avatar eventually moves into its chained server, since
the information of that avatar already exists in the
form of the Shadow Object, the chained server only
needs to switch its status from Shadow Object to
Object Proxy. By this way, we can smoothly transfer
an avatar from one server into another without any
perceptual glitch. Hence, the algorithm for the slave
server to manage the message flow is shown as
follows:
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achieved when this avatar migrates from one server
into another. Hence, a scalable networked virtual
environment can be easily designed based upon the
proposed server cluster structure and avatar migration
technique.

[13]

Finally, the proposed mechanism is currently under
implementation. Further study of the server cluster will
be continued to fully explore the issues of providing
scalable large-scale networked virtual environment.
[14]
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